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ABSTRACT

Quasi-linear theory and numerical models are used to study the mean flow modification of a two-layer shallow water baroclinically unstable flow as a function of Rossby number. This flow has an upper-layer potential vorticity front overlying a quiescent lower layer and is used as a simple representation of the Gulf Stream. Quantities derived from an analytical expansion in the small meander amplitude limit of the (quasi-linear) equations are found to compare quantitatively well with numerical model simulations of the flow in small amplitude and to pertain qualitatively even beyond the instability equilibration, where the meander amplitude is as large as the meander wavelength. The baroclinic evolution is similar for all Rossby numbers, with differences arising from increased asymmetry of the flow with increasing Rossby number. The equilibration of the instability is similar for all Rossby numbers and is due to the acceleration of a strong barotropic shear. This acceleration is predicted from the small amplitude analysis.

Quasigeostrophic diagnostics are shown to be useful even for large Rossby number flows such as the Gulf Stream. One qualitative difference that appears is that as the mean flow is modified, a lateral separation of the zonal mean potential vorticity front and the jet maximum appears, consistent with Gulf Stream observations. This feature is found only for finite Rossby number flows.

1. Introduction

Oceanic fronts, regions where changes in density and potential vorticity (PV) are observed over horizontal scales of the baroclinic deformation radius, are found in all of the world’s oceans, at wind-driven gyre boundaries, in areas of coastal upwelling, in regions of Ekman convergence, and at river mouths. By geostrophy, PV and density fronts are associated with strong baroclinic jets.

The large available potential energy and kinetic energy stored in fronts often provide an energy source for growing instabilities. These instabilities cause meandering of the front and the formation of cyclones and anticyclones in the growing meanders. Consistent with linear stability theory, observations from the SYNOP study of the Gulf Stream (Watts et al. 1995; Shay et al. 1995) show that growing meanders in the Gulf Stream above the thermocline are always associated with cyclogenesis and strong velocities at depth (~0.4 m s\(^{-1}\) at 3500 m). Linear stability theory has been used to explain the growth rates and observed wavelengths of the meanders in the Gulf Stream (Killworth et al. 1984; Flierl and Robinson 1984). As one moves downstream in the Gulf Stream, the time-mean jet changes in response to the growing meanders. It is this feedback process that we study here.

Analysis of the effect of the growing instability on the initial flow structure can be most easily studied by constructing an initial flow with zonally periodic meanders. While not strictly applicable to oceanographic currents such as the Gulf Stream where the meanders grow in space (downstream of Cape Hatteras), the zonal-mean theory can provide insight into the Gulf Stream system by making the analogy between spatially growing meanders of the Gulf Stream and temporally growing meanders of zonally periodic models. In the context of such models, past studies of the interaction of mean flows and growing instabilities have been conducted in three distinct ways: 1) Weakly nonlinear analysis, which is an analytical approach that uses multiple timescale analysis that provides predictions for both small and large amplitude evolution but is limited to slightly supercritical flows (Pedlosky 1970). This method in many cases cannot be used to analyze the most unstable wave, the one most likely to be observed in geophysical flows. 2) Quasi-linear analysis (Phillips 1954), which is an analytical approach in which linearized forms of the governing equations are used by forming an amplitude expansion of the flow variables and can be used to analyze strongly supercritical flows but is limited to small amplitude meanders with normal mode wave structure. 3) Numerical analysis using fully nonlinear models.
(e.g., Rhines 1977; Ikeda 1981; Wood 1988; Onken 1992). This method provides the evolution of any desired flow at all times. This analysis is, however, the least amenable to generalization (to other flows) since only a small subset of the flow parameter space can be explored and the dependences of the results on these parameters are not explicit in the numerical model.

In the present study the last two approaches, namely a quasi-linear analytical analysis and analysis of numerical model results, are employed to study the evolution of a baroclinically unstable PV front. The Rossby number of the flow is varied to allow comparison of the mean flow evolution of a quasigeostrophic (QG) front with that in a shallow water front with a large Rossby number. Our study is a natural extension of the studies of Phillips (1954) and Shepherd (1983), who analytically analyzed the small-amplitude quasi-linear mean flow modification equations of QG flows.

Quasigeostrophic theory has been used extensively in the examination and modeling of the Gulf Stream (Kim and Watts 1994; Ikeda 1981). We have shown in a previous paper (Boss et al. 1996, herein BPT) that in many ways QG linear theory does better than one would expect in the prediction of growth rates and wavelengths of most-unstable modes in the instability of a two-layer flow with a potential vorticity front in the upper layer. We use the same model here to study mean-flow evolution of a baroclinically unstable jet and show to what extent the conclusions that we made from the linear analysis apply to the quasi-linear and nonlinear situations and whether the quasi-linear predictions can be used to explain nonlinear evolution.

This paper is organized as follows: we introduce the PV-front model and derive the shallow water quasi-linear mean flow modification equations in section 2. The results of the quasi-linear approach are presented in section 3 where we compare them to numerical model results with small amplitude meanders. In section 4, the numerical model results with large amplitude meanders are presented. In sections 2 through 4 we concentrate on three particular flows: a flow with an $O(1)$ Rossby number, its QG limit, and an outcropping front with constant PV in the upper layer. In section 5 our results are summarized and contrasted with previous studies and Gulf Stream observations.

2. Formulation of the zonal mean equations

a. Governing equations and basic state

We construct a model that contains several essential elements for the study of a baroclinically unstable jet. A two-layer fluid with a meridionally confined zonal jet in the upper layer is considered. The Boussinesq, hydrostatic, rigid-lid, and $f$-plane approximations are applied. We refer this set of approximations as the shallow-water approximation (SW). For a two-layer SW flow, the momentum and continuity equations are

\[ (\partial_t + u_n \cdot \nabla) u_n + f k \times u_n = -\nabla p_n, \]

\[ h_n + \nabla \cdot (h_n u_n) = 0, \]

where the subscript $n = 1$ (2) denotes the upper (lower) layer, $u_n = (u, v)$ is the horizontal velocity vector, $f$ is the Coriolis parameter, $\nabla$ is the horizontal differential operator, and $k$ is the vertical unit vector. The layer's reduced pressure ($p_n$, the pressure divided by density) and depth ($h_n$) are related by the hydrostatic equation:

\[ g' \nabla h_1 = -g' \nabla h_2 = \nabla (p_1 - p_2), \]

where $g' = g(\rho_2 - \rho_1)/\rho_1$ is the reduced gravity. Potential vorticity is conserved in each layer:

\[ (\partial_t + u_n \cdot \nabla) q_n = 0, \]

\[ q_n = \frac{f + k \cdot \nabla \times u_n}{h_n} . \]

The basic flow whose nonlinear evolution is investigated here is a jet confined to the upper layer and trapped to the interface between two semi-infinite regions of constant PV. The potential vorticity is given by

\[ q_i^0 = q_{i1} = \frac{f}{H_{i1}} , \]

where $j$ denotes the side of this PV front (1 being south, $y < 0$), and $H_{i1}$, the fluid depth at $y \rightarrow \pm \infty$ (Fig. 1). Requiring that the basic flow (denoted by superscript 0) be $x$ independent, meridionally continuous in both layer depth and velocity, steady, geostrophic, and confined to the upper layer ($u_{i2}^0 = 0$), the upper-layer depth is

\[ h_{i1}^0 = H_{i1} \left[ \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{H_{i1}}{H_{i1}} \right)^{1/2} - 1 \exp(y/R_{d1}) + 1 \right] \text{ for } y < 0 \]

\[ H_{i2} \left[ \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{H_{i1}}{H_{i1}} \right)^{1/2} - 1 \exp(-y/R_{d2}) + 1 \right] \text{ for } y > 0 , \]

\[ \text{(5)} \]
and the upper-layer velocity

\[ u_1^0 = \frac{g' \frac{dh}{dy}}{f} = U_0 \begin{cases} \exp(y/R_{d1}) & \text{for } y < 0, \\ \exp(-y/R_{d2}) & \text{for } y > 0, \end{cases} \]

where

\[ U_0 = (g'H_{11})^{1/2} - (g'H_{12})^{1/2} \quad \text{and} \quad R_{dj} = (g'H_{dj})^{1/2}/f. \]

are the jet maximum speed and the (different) deformation radii on each side of the front. The flow is confined to within a deformation radius of the potential vorticity front.

In order to study the mean flow modifications as a function of the Rossby number of the flow, it is convenient to nondimensionalize the equations by transforming

\[ t \rightarrow t R_{d}/U_0, \quad (x, y) \rightarrow (x, y) R_{d}, \quad (u, v) \rightarrow (u, v) U_0, \]

\[ h_i \rightarrow h_i H_i, \quad \psi_i \rightarrow p_i (g'H_{1i})^{1/2} U_0, \]

where

\[ H_i = (H_{11} + H_{12})/2, \quad R_d = (g'H_{1d})^{1/2}/f, \]

and \( H_i \) is the \( y \)-averaged upper-layer depth and \( R_d \) the radius of deformation based on \( H_i \). The nondimensional Rossby number, \( \epsilon = |U_d|/f R_d \), is a measure of the strength and asymmetry of the initial geostrophic flow.

We define a scaled (by \( H_i \)) perturbation height,

\[ \eta_i = h_i - 1, \quad \eta_2 = h_2 - r + 1, \]

that is, \( \eta_1 + \eta_2 = 0 \),

\[ \text{where } r = H_2/H_1 \text{ is the ratio of the total fluid depth to the mean upper-layer depth. The hydrostatic relation becomes} \]

\[ \nabla(\psi_1 - \psi_2) = \nabla \eta_1. \]

The resulting nondimensional governing equations [(1)--(2)] are

\[ \epsilon(\partial_t + \mathbf{u}_a \cdot \nabla) \mathbf{u}_a + k \times \mathbf{u}_a = -\nabla \psi_a, \]

\[ \epsilon(\eta_2 + \nabla \cdot (\eta_2 \mathbf{u}_2)) + \nabla \cdot \mathbf{u}_1 = 0, \]

\[ \epsilon(\eta_2 + \nabla \cdot (\eta_2 \mathbf{u}_2)) + (r - 1) \nabla \cdot \mathbf{u}_2 = 0, \]

and the nondimensional PV is given by

\[ q_1 = \frac{1 + \epsilon \nabla \times \mathbf{u}_a}{1 + \epsilon \eta_1}, \quad q_2 = \frac{1 + \epsilon \nabla \times \mathbf{u}_a}{r - 1 + \epsilon \eta_2}. \]

The nondimensional basic flow variables are calculated from (5)--(6):

\[ u_1^0 = -\psi_1^0 = \exp(-\alpha_1 |y|), \]

\[ \psi_1^0 = \text{sgn}(y) \left( \frac{1}{\alpha_1} \left( \exp(-\alpha_1 |y|) - 1 \right) \right), \quad v_1^0 = 0, \]

\[ u_2^0 = \psi_2^0 = 0, \]

\[ \text{where } \alpha_i = R_d/\epsilon R_d. \]
\textbf{c. Quasi-linear formulation}

We use a perturbation method similar to that of Phillips (1954) and Shepherd (1983) to solve for the modification to the mean quantities using (12)–(14) and (18)–(20). We extend the work of Phillips (1954) and Shepherd (1983) by considering flow with finite Rossby number.

To understand the first-order effect of the unstable waves on the mean flow, the deviation from the basic state flow is assumed to be small relative to the scales of the basic state \([i.e., \max(\theta') \ll 1]\) and to have meridionally varying amplitudes and normal-mode structure,

\[ \theta' = a \text{Re} \{ \theta'(y) e^{i(kx - \omega t)} \}, \]

where \(\theta\) denotes any variable and \(a\) denotes the initial amplitude of the perturbation. For unstable flows the frequency \(\omega\) is complex with its imaginary part, \(\omega_i\), the growth rate. The solution for \(\theta'(y)\) is found by linearizing (12)–(14) about the basic zonal-mean flow and solving for the normal modes (BPT).

The modification of the mean flow in the quasi-linear theory is then found by substituting the perturbation solution found by BPT into the rhs of (18)–(20). Since

\[ \text{Re} \{ A(y) e^{i\phi} \} \text{Re} \{ B(y) e^{i\phi} \} = \frac{1}{2} \text{Re} \{ A(y) B(y)^* e^{2i\phi} \}, \]

where the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate and \(\phi\) the phase, the mean flow modifications are \(O(a^2)\) and are proportional to \(e^{2i\omega t}\). The mean flow variables are thus expanded in two orders in amplitude, \(\bar{\theta} = \theta_0(y) + a^2 \tilde{\theta}(y)e^{2i\omega t}\).

Following the above prescription and keeping terms only to \(O(a^2)\), the mean flow acceleration is given by

\[ e \bar{v}_n e^{-2i\omega t} = 2 \omega_i e \bar{u}_n = -\bar{v}_n e \left[ e u_\theta^0 - 1 - e v_\theta u_{\nu n} \right], \]

(21)

\[ e \bar{u}_n e^{-2i\omega t} = 2 \omega_i e \bar{v}_n = -\bar{u}_n - \bar{\psi}_n - e u_\theta u_{\nu n} - e v_\theta v_{\nu n}. \]

(22)

Likewise, the zonal mean balance of

\[ e \bar{v}_n e^{-2i\omega t} = 2 \omega_i e \bar{u}_n = -h_0^0 \bar{v}_n - e \left[ \eta (u_\nu^0 - v_\nu^0) \right]. \]

(23)

Since there is no mean zonal pressure gradient, there cannot be a zonal-mean meridional geostrophic velocity. Thus \(\bar{v}_n\) is \(O(\epsilon)\).

First, the mean meridional mass balance is considered: the total meridional mass transport in each layer is \(\bar{v}_n h_n\). Summing over the layers (i.e., vertically integrating) and performing the amplitude expansion, the total mean meridional mass transport is to \(O(a^2)\):

\[ h_0^0 \bar{v}_1 + h_0^0 \bar{v}_2 + e \eta (u_\nu^0 - v_\nu^0) = 0. \]

(24)

The first two terms make up what we term the Eulerian mean (EM) mass transport, which vanishes identically for a geostrophic perturbation (where \(u_\nu^0 - v_\nu^0 = \eta_\nu^0\)) and is in general nonzero, even for some stable waves. The total mass transport given by (24) leads to the definition of a velocity that is nondivergent and zero for stable waves. This velocity is termed the transformed Eulerian mean (TEM) velocity (Andrews and McIntyre 1976; Shepherd 1983; also referred to as residual mean velocity) and is given by

\[ v_n^* = \bar{v}_n + \frac{e (\eta (u_\nu^0 - v_\nu^0))}{h_0^0} = \frac{h_0^0 v_n}{h_0^0}. \]

(25)

The meridional TEM velocity \(v_n^*\) is the total meridional mass transport in a layer, \(h_0^0 \bar{v}_n\), divided by the zonal-mean layer depth. As for the EM meridional velocity \(\bar{v}_n\), the TEM meridional velocity \(v_n^*\) is \(O(\epsilon)\). Substituting into (22)–(23) gives

\[ 2 \omega_i e \bar{v}_n + \bar{\psi}_n + \bar{\psi}_n = -e u_\theta u_{\nu n} - e v_\theta v_{\nu n} + 2 e^2 \omega_i (\eta (u_\nu^0 - v_\nu^0)) \]

(26)

and

\[ 2 \omega_i e \bar{u}_n + (h_0^0 v_n^*) = 0. \]

(27)

An additional advantage of the TEM formulation is that under nonacceleration conditions (Charney and Drazin 1961), when the motion is linear, steady, and adiabatic, the TEM meridional velocity vanishes although the EM may not (Andrews and McIntyre 1976). Thus, the presence of a TEM circulation is evidence of processes that are changing the mean flow.

The zonal mean-flow acceleration (21) can be rewritten as

\[ 2 \omega_i e \bar{u}_n = h_0^0 (v_n^* q_n^0 + \bar{v}_n') = \bar{v}_n \xi_n. \]

(28)

The mean-flow acceleration is driven by the meridional flux of absolute vorticity (\(\xi_n\)). Rhines (1977) derived this equation for the QG case, and here it is shown to be true for a shallow-water layered fluid with finite Rossby number as well.

3. Small amplitude mean flow modifications

In this section we compute the mean flow modifications and the meridional mass balance using the theory introduced above. A depth ratio \(r = 8\) is chosen so that, at least qualitatively, the result could be applied to the results to the Gulf Stream east of Cape Hatteras where the total depth is \(\sim 4000\) m and the mean thermocline depth is \(\sim 500\) m. Flows with several different Rossby numbers are considered. For \(\epsilon = \sqrt{2}/2\) the jet speed is 1.91 m s\(^{-1}\), similar to that observed in the Gulf Stream (Johns et al. 1995) while the baroclinic transport is 73 Sv (Sv \(= 10^6\) m\(^3\) s\(^{-1}\), 40% higher than the observed transport (Hogg 1992). With \(g' = 0.0153\) m s\(^{-2}\) (Kim and Watts 1994) and \(H_1 = 500\) m, the Gulf Stream Rossby number is 0.72. For the SW model with \(\epsilon = \sqrt{2}/2\)
The transformed Eulerian mean meridional velocity (upper panels), Eulerian mean meridional velocity (middle panels), and mean zonal acceleration (bottom panels) multiplied by the zonal-mean layer thickness ($h_n^* \Delta n^*$). Solid line (dotted line) denote the upper (lower) layer. For QG (left panels), $\epsilon = 0.71$ is assumed. All variables are normalized by $a^2$, where $a = [2 \max(\mu_1(0))/\lambda]$, for each case. An asterisk at the origin denotes a negative $\delta$ function of the zonal mean-flow acceleration (see text). A broken line denotes the position of the outcropping front.

$\sqrt{2}/2$, the instability’s maximum growth rate is $0.05 \epsilon \cdot f \sim 0.27 \text{ day}^{-1}$ (BPT, Fig. 7), slightly higher than $0.22 \text{ day}^{-1}$ observed in the Gulf Stream by Watts and Johns (1982). The maximum jet velocity, its transport, and the growth rate all decrease with $\epsilon$ and $\tau$ (BPT, Fig. 7). The model’s mean flow and linear characteristics seem to reproduce those of the Gulf Stream reasonably well.

We define the perturbation amplitude $a = 2\mu_1(y = 0)/\lambda$, which is the ratio of the maximum horizontal displacement of the front ($\mu_1(y = 0)$, see (A4)) to the (dimensional) meander wavelength $\lambda$. The horizontal displacement of the front (dimensional) will be given by $a\lambda/2$ and since the most unstable wave has length typically $10.5R_d$, $\mu_1(y = 0) = a \times 5.25R_d$. We normalize all solutions by $O(a^2)$. We also multiply all the computed meridional velocities by the zonal-mean thickness ($h_n^*$) so that we are considering mass transport, and the quantities have a meaningful value at $y = 0$ in the case of the outcropping front (where $h_n = 0$).

In order to find the mean-flow modification, the procedure is to first solve for the TEM velocity and then use that result to find the EM velocity and the mean-flow acceleration. The solution method for finding the TEM velocity is described in appendix A. The mean-flow quantities are computed for three different cases. The first case has $\epsilon = \sqrt{2}/2$, but the QG approximation is assumed (with most unstable wavenumber $k = 0.58$). In the second case, the same $\epsilon$ is used, but the SW equations are used ($k = 0.6$), and in the final case, the front outcrops (which implies $\epsilon = \sqrt{2}$, $k = 0.63$). Calculations were also done for values of $\epsilon$ in the nonoutcropping SW up to $\epsilon = 1.3$. In all of the mean-flow quantities, the nonoutcropping SW results seem to approach those of the outcropping front as $\epsilon$ approaches $\sqrt{2}$. The outcropping case requires special consideration, applying boundary conditions at the outcrop (appendix A).

A cautionary note is warranted here. The outcropping problem can be solved for an infinitesimal perturbation for its linear stability characteristics by arguing that a streamwise coordinate system can be assumed (Killworth et al. 1984; BPT). Some difficulty arises when zonal averaging is applied to regions where only part of the latitude line is covered with fluid (Hayashi and Young 1987). A satisfactory answer to this problem is beyond the scope of this paper, yet it is self-consistent to solve the quasi-linear equations, which apply on the undistorted band of latitudes (Hayashi and Young 1987) using boundary conditions that take the frontal meandering into account (appendix A). It should be kept in mind that the quasi-linear results cannot be compared to numerical results in the areas of a distorted band of latitudes near a finite-amplitude meandering front.

In the upper layer the mean flow is accelerated everywhere except for a $\delta$-function deceleration at the origin ($h_n u_\nu^*$, Fig. 2), where the eddy forcing is con-
centrated due to the discontinuity in PV [(28) and (A7)]. In the case of an outcropping front, the singularity disappears since PV in the upper layer is constant. In the lower layer, mean-flow acceleration occurs below the jet and deceleration occurs at the flanks; the maximum in zonal acceleration (multiplied by $h_0^*$) in the lower layer is slightly south of the front for $\epsilon = \sqrt{2}/2$ and this shift increases with increasing $\epsilon$. This result because in the lower layer, the maximum in the mean PV gradient shifts south as $\epsilon$ increases and with it the maximum in perturbation amplitude (BPT, Fig. 6). When the front outcrops, the maximum in zonal acceleration in both layers is well away from the front. The acceleration in both layers is sensitive to the presence of mean flow meridional shear (28) and thus varies significantly in the different flow configurations [see also Shepherd (1987)].

The EM transports ($h_0^*\theta_r^\circ$) are vertically nondivergent for QG (24) and only slightly nondivergent for SW (Fig. 2). In the nonoutcropping cases, the EM circulation consists of three meridional cells similar to the results of Phillips (1954) and Shepherd (1983). In the outcropping case, only two counterrotating cells are present. The lower-layer mean flow modification vanishes north of the front since there are only evanescent tails of the perturbation variables (Killworth et al. 1984) there and $\eta_r^\circ = 0$. The EM meridional transport decreases to zero at the front as $\epsilon$ increases and the outcropping case is approached. The maximum in the EM velocity shifts to the south with increasing $\epsilon$ in the lower layer but not in the upper layer.

The TEM transport or meridional mass transport is in the direction to reduce potential energy, a signature of baroclinic instability (Fig. 2). It has opposite direction to that of the EM transport in much of the domain. In all cases, $h_0^*\theta_r^\circ$ is maximum at the PV front, $y = 0$ (Fig. 2) where the thickness gradient is the largest. In the upper layer of the outcropping case, the mass flux at the front is performed only by eddies (note that the EM transport is zero there). Under the QG approximation, both the EM and the TEM velocities are $O(\epsilon)$ and we find that in SW, the amplitude of $h_0^*\theta_r^\circ$ is a continuous monotonic function of $\epsilon$ (not shown).

The meridional structure of the TEM transport is governed by the baroclinic deformation radius ($1/R_{d+1} + 1/R_{d-2}$)$^{-1}$, which in QG appears as $(r - 1)/r$ in (A9), the scale of the homogeneous solution. The meridional scale of the eddy fluxes is shorter and contributes to the solution as can be seen in the EM velocity (Fig. 2). The upper-layer zonal acceleration is proportional to the TEM velocity everywhere (28), except at the origin, where $\tau_x^\circ/\rho_0^*v_z^\circ$ is a $\delta$ function in the opposite direction (A7). The north–south asymmetry that appears in the calculation in SW exists because the Rossby radii are different on either side of the front, changing the decay scales of all of the flow variables.

**Numerical models results with a small amplitude meander**

The changes in the mean flow and the meridional mass transports described in the previous section should only hold for small amplitude meanders as they are derived by performing an amplitude expansion. We check the quasi-linear results against numerical models results with small (but finite) meander amplitudes. We use two different models: a semispectral, doubly periodic rigid-lid QG model as described in Flierl et al. (1987) and a free surface isopycnal model developed by Hallberg (1995). We find in most cases that the small amplitude theory does well in predicting the changes to the mean flow. The details of the model runs and their parameters can be found in appendix B.

The QG results compare well with the theoretical ones (compare the left panels of Figs. 2 and 3). The meander amplitude is 0.1 (dimensionally, the displacement of the front is $1.05R_e$). The numerical model results are smoother because there is diffusion in the numerical model. The initial maximum jet velocity is therefore reduced in the upper layer. Differences in circulation intensity are expected due to errors in the amplitude estimation ($\sim \pm 15\%$) and in maximum mean zonal velocity, which was about 30% smaller than $u_0$. We use (21) and (25) to compute the EM velocities from the acceleration and neglect the dissipation (see appendix B). According to theory, the TEM velocity should be equal and opposite in the two layers, but because dissipation acts differently in the two layers (the velocity shear is larger in the upper layer and thus diffusion is more important there) and because the TEM is a diagnostic quantity in QG, small differences appear. This error also appears in the EM velocities that are not exactly equal and opposite at the front. All variables are symmetric. This symmetry persists as the instability develops and is a strong constraint on the QG dynamics (see below and Nakamura 1993b).

In the SW case of $\epsilon = \sqrt{2}/2$ and a meander amplitude of 0.17 (center panels of Figs. 2 and 3) the TEM is equal and opposite between the layers (a statement that the model conserves mass). The meridional scale of most variables is larger than predicted by the small amplitude theory due to the finite meander amplitude, which in the numerical runs is comparable to the meridional scale in the small amplitude theory. As for QG, the model variables are continuous, smoother than in the theoretical solutions, and agree well in both structure and magnitude (Figs. 2 and 3). Potential errors are due to the perturbation amplitude estimation ($\pm 10\%$) and the reduction of the maximum mean-flow velocity ($\sim 40\%$) from $u_0$. Unlike QG, the SW, EM, and TEM velocities are slightly asymmetric, consistent with the asymmetry of the mean flow (5)–(6) and the perturbations as found in the linear stability analysis (BPT). There is a small EM velocity in regions where TEM is zero. This feature was absent when we analyzed the same mean flow with
a rigid-lid configuration of the isopycnal Miami Community Model (MICOM; Bleck and Boudra 1981), and it is therefore concluded that this result is due to an external (barotropic) mode.

In the previous section it was argued that near the meandering front \((-a < y < a, a = 2.73R_d\) for the results of Fig. 3) the quasi-linear solution, derived assuming undistorted latitudes, does not represent well those of the numerical model. Indeed, agreement between the two improves with distance from the front.

In both the zonal acceleration and EM velocity, a strong peak is observed at the southern edge of the outcropping front. In the acceleration, it is reminiscent of the spike observed in the nonoutcropping front due to the singularity in \([28]\), bottom panels of Figs. \(2\) and \(3\). The outcropping case in the numerical model has a PV source due to viscous processes damping the mean flow at the meandering front. The zonal velocity has the three cell structure of the nonoutcropping front, the third to the north of the initial frontal position, where the theoretical result is not expected to apply. The mean Eulerian circulations of the outcropping front are very similar to those of the nonoutcropping front (compare center and right panels of Fig. 3), although the southward shifts of the circulation maximum are more apparent in the outcropping case. As in the nonoutcropping case, an external (barotropic) mode with a large meridional scale (the barotropic deformation radius) is observed. This mode does not grow and is overwhelmed by the growing baroclinic mode as the meander amplitude grows.

4. Large amplitude evolution and equilibration

As the meanders grow and equilibrate, the structure of the flow fundamentally changes. The question addressed in this section is whether the insight gained from the quasi-linear theory can help to understand the subsequent evolution of the flow field. We find that the qualitative structure of the mass flux predicted by the quasi-linear theory holds even at finite amplitude and that the seeds of equilibration of the instability can also be found in the quasi-linear theory. Qualitative differences between QG and SW predictions become more pronounced as the meanders grow to large amplitude.

To set the analysis in a context, the energetics of the unstable system is considered. The energetics evolution is very similar among the different flow configurations (Fig. 4). In each case, prior to equilibration, the perturbation energy grows exponentially with a growth rate similar to but slightly less than that predicted by the linear stability calculation for the most unstable wave. The reduction of growth is most likely due to the presence of dissipation in the numerical model (e.g., Pedlosky 1987, his section 7.12). The depth-integrated zonal mean kinetic energy decreases (in the lower layer it
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FIG. 4. The evolution of total energy (solid), zonal mean energy (dashed), perturbation energy (dotted), and mean kinetic energy (dot-dashed) as a function of time for models ranging from a QG PV front to the outcropping SW front. The solid line parallel to the perturbation energy curve represents the theoretical growth rate of the instability, $\exp(2\nu t)$. Open circles on the x axis denote the times at which the analysis of data was performed. Note the different axes scale for the different model runs.

increases, not shown) even though the $y$-integrated zonal momentum is conserved because, as predicted from the quasi-linear theory, the upper-layer jet decelerates at the center but accelerates at the flanks (Fig. 3). The perturbation energy increases until equilibration where it begins to oscillate (Fig. 4), with a superimposed slow (algebraic) growth over a longer timescale (not shown). Note that the perturbation derives its energy from both the kinetic and potential energy of the mean flow and thus the flow may (erroneously) be interpreted as evidence of a mixed (barotropic–baroclinic) instability. The mean flow satisfies only the criteria for baroclinic instability, pointing to the fact that the energetics does not provide sufficient information about the type of instability taking place (Plumb 1983).

QG

As the primary instability equilibrates both the EM and TEM, meridional velocities of the QG case have a similar meridional structure to that of the linear phase of the instability (compare Figs. 3 and 5). The magni-

FIG. 5. TEM (left panels), EM (center panels) velocities, and zonal acceleration (right panels) at large amplitude for the QG PV front. Upper (lower) layer values are denoted by solid (dotted) lines. All are normalized by the square of the meander amplitude with $a = (0.75, 1.8, 2.4)$.
Fig. 6. Barotropic (dotted line) and baroclinic (solid line) mean zonal velocity (left panels, normalized by $U_0$), upper-layer depth (center panels, normalized by mean upper-layer thickness), and position of the PV front (right panels). The PV front position is represented by the location where $q_1 = q_1(t=0, y=0)$.

Amplitudes of both velocities are reduced (when normalized by the perturbation squared; their absolute magnitude actually increases, as long as the perturbation energy does), and their meridional extent increases with the increase in the growth of the meandering front (Fig. 5).

The only dramatic change as a function of time is observed in the mean flow, which becomes barotropic at the center of the jet while becoming strongly baroclinic on the jet’s flanks (Fig. 6). This structure is consistent with the quasi-linear theory, which predicts a deceleration of the flow in the upper layer at the front, acceleration on the flanks, and an acceleration at the front in the lower layer. As the instability equilibrates and meander growth is slowed, the northern and southern side of the front are sheared eastward relative to the center.

The presence of barotropic shear was found to reduce the growth rate of baroclinic instability (James 1987; Nakamura 1993b). Together with the reduction in the available potential energy at the flanks, subsequent (secondary) instability growth is expected to be slower than the primary instability. Barotropization of the flow is expected from (28). The equilibration therefore results as from the action of the barotropic shear, accelerated by the growing instability, which causes a reduction in growth and subsequent shearing of the coherent structure of the primary instability. This scenario was termed the barotropic governor by Nakamura (1993a,b).

The QG model equations and initial profile are symmetric about $y=0$ for all amplitudes (for a proof in a similar case see Nakamura 1993a). This symmetry constraint does not appear in the SW, resulting in a major difference at finite amplitude between the QG and non-QG flows studied here.

1) **INTERMEDIATE ε**

Shallow water mean flow evolution proceeds similarly to that of QG except for the increase in the north–south asymmetry as time increases, especially in the EM meridional transport, although the three-cell structure is maintained. The quasi-linear predictions qualitatively hold and the small-amplitude structure is maintained (compare Figs. 3 and 2 to Fig. 7). The EM meridional velocity becomes more asymmetric with time. Unlike QG, the barotropic flow becomes more antisymmetric after equilibration ($t \sim 225$), which results in strong asymmetries in the shape of the front (Fig. 8). The baroclinic flow remains fairly symmetric as it did in QG.

2) **OUTCROPPING FRONT**

The evolution and mean-flow structures of the outcropping front evolution are qualitatively similar to the nonoutcropping ones. There is a slight difference in meridional scale (Figs. 9,10). The outcropping front has a cusplike structure (with long tendrils that are formed as the amplitude grows and are mixed into the surrounding fluid). The evolution of the $h_1 = 1$ (500 m) isobath looks very similar to the frontal evolution seen for the asymmetrically evolving nonoutcropping front.

Unlike QG, the location of the PV front is displaced relative to the jet maximum (close to where $h_1 = 1$ in
Fig. 7. Same as Fig. 5 but for the SW PV front with $\varepsilon = 0.71$.

This is due to the southward displacement of the maximum in the lower-layer wave amplitude to where there is a PV gradient (BPT, Fig. 6). The separation of the PV front and jet occurs for all $\varepsilon > 0$, being most pronounced for the outcropping front. Numerical dissipation of the jet at the outcropping front in the upper layer also contributes to the shift southward of the jet.

5. Discussion and conclusions

In this paper, we formulated and solved the quasi-linear mean-flow modification for small amplitude meanders for a two-layer baroclinically unstable current. We then proceeded to calculate the same quantities in numerical models both at small and finite amplitude. We find the results to be similar for flows ranging from a QG PV front to a SW outcropping front and to hold qualitatively from small to finite amplitude.

The quasigeostrophic approximation misses the asymmetry inherent in SW when the layer depths vary meridionally and the Rossby radius changes. Thus, the fixed stratification assumed in QG causes qualitative errors in the structure of the mean-flow variables. How-
ever, the baroclinic evolution is similar for all models as well as the structure of the mass transport. This similarity also validates the use of $R_d$ as the horizontal scale of the problem for all $\epsilon$ [as opposed to, for instance, $\max(R_{dj})$]. This is important when one is interested in using the QG approximation to model geophysical flows with $O(1)$ Rossby numbers.

A second difference between QG and non-QG dynamics is that in finite amplitude the meandering jet is displaced relative to the PV front. This can be traced to the small-amplitude analysis (BPT) where we find the lower-layer perturbation maximum to shift to the south of the PV front, to where the mean PV gradient shifts in the lower layer. As the perturbation grows, the jet’s core shifts south relative to the PV front. This shift was found by Wood (1988) in a numerical model analysis of an outcropping front, yet he was not able to explain why it was not found in Ikeda’s (1981) QG
model. Wood found this shift to be consistent with observations from the Gulf Stream where deep westward recirculation is displaced south relative to the surface jet.

The results of the small-amplitude analysis are found to have predictive value for finite-amplitude perturbations, even beyond the primary instability equilibration. The TEM cell is unidirectional as long as the mean layer interface slope is monotonic with some modification in structure as it reverses sign. Barotropization of the mean flow is predicted by the small-amplitude theory, with the mean barotropic velocity being larger than the mean baroclinic velocity in regions where instability has already taken place. This barotropization has a fundamental role in equilibrating the instability. The small-amplitude theory breaks down in the prediction of the meridional length scale as the meander amplitude grows and the meridional length scale changes from the Rossby radius to the meander amplitude.

The similarities between outcropping and nonoutcropping SW fronts in the evolution of the $h = 1$ isobath and the structure of the mean variables suggests that the outcrop, while a material barrier, does not influence the qualitative evolution of the instability. This implies that the specific choice of discretization into isopycnal layers for model design is not very important, even when outcropping isopycnals are incorporated. Of course, the number of layers, their angle to the horizontal, and the density differences between the layers are all crucial for the dynamics.

The PV-front model analyzed here does not include planetary PV gradient (the $\beta$ effect), continuous stratification, topographic slope, and wind-driven convergence, all of which probably have an important influence on Gulf Stream meandering. Another limitation in application of the PV-front model to the Gulf Stream is that the analytical methods used in our study allow only the study of modal waves that are periodic in both the alongfront direction and time [see Boss (1996) for a detailed treatment of these limitations].

Despite its limitations the PV front exhibits several features that are consistent with Gulf Stream observations. First, the basic flow structure captures the PV front observed (Hall and Fofonoff 1993) and the baroclinicity of the jet as it leaves the coast. The growth rate of the most-unstable mode is similar to the growth rate of Gulf Stream meanders. Hogg (1992) finds the Gulf Stream alongstream transport relative to 1000 db (a surface-layer transport) to be constant from 73°W near Cape Hatteras to 55°W where Gulf Stream meanders are $O(1)$. Similarly, in the PV-front model, the upper layer has the same transport through the development of the instability, which for the model is a statement of conservation of zonal momentum ($\partial \int h \mathbf{u} \cdot dy \, dy = 0$).

Watts and coworkers found that QG diagnostics are very useful for interpretation of Gulf Stream data and give similar results to those derived without the QG assumptions (Lindstrom and Watts 1994). This is true in spite of the large Rossby number of the Gulf Stream flow (~0.7, based on Kim and Watts 1994). Through our analysis, we find that for geostrophic instabilities, QG flows approximate well non-QG flows.

Bower et al. (1985) and Hall and Fofonoff (1993) found the PV front of the Gulf Stream to be displaced to the north (the cyclonic side) of the jet in regions where the jet meanders are $O(1)$. Hall and Fofonoff (1993) PV sections at 68°W and 55°W suggest that this separation increases downstream, where meander amplitude increases. This is consistent with our finding that for a finite Rossby number flow, the two will be displaced and that this displacement increases with the meander amplitude.

The general conclusions of our study have implications for the way the Gulf Stream and similar oceanographic currents have been dynamically interpreted. Quasigeostrophic theory has been used extensively for the dynamical understanding of the Gulf Stream. Our study shows that QG theory does work well for geostrophic instabilities, as long as the appropriate scaling is used. While linear analysis has also been used in the past for the interpretation of Gulf Stream meanders, we use quasi-linear theory to find mean-flow modification from the unstable waves. This allows the study of the causes of the changes in the mean structure of the current as one moves downstream. This analysis of mean-flow modification also allows the explicit linkage of the unstable waves to mean-flow modification and the subsequent increase of the barotropic current and the generation of the Gulf Stream recirculation by eddy potential vorticity fluxes. The evolution of the Gulf Stream as it moves into the extension region can also be interpreted as the equilibration of the Gulf Stream as an unstable flow, and we provide a scenario for understanding how this takes place and, in the process, show that additional effects such as topography are not needed to understand the equilibration.
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APPENDIX A

Method of Solution of the Mean-Flow Quasi-Linear Equations

In order to solve for the TEM meridional velocity we combine (21), (26), and (27) to get an equation for $V^*_1 = \bar{h}_1 \nu^*_1 = \bar{h}_1 v_1$.
\[ V_{yy}^r - V_y^r \left( \frac{q_r^i + q_r^s + 4\omega \epsilon e^2}{h_r^i + h_r^s} \right) \]
\[ = h_r^i v_{i r} - h_r^s v_{s r} + 2\omega \epsilon e^2 (u_{i r} v_{i r} + v_{i r}^2 - u_{s r} v_{s r}^2) + 4\omega \epsilon e^2 \left( \frac{\eta_j v_{j r}^i}{h_r^i} - \frac{\eta_j v_{j r}^s}{h_r^s} \right). \quad (A1) \]

where we have substituted \(2\omega_i\) for \(\partial_r\).

Equation (A1) is a second-order ODE, whose rhs we know from the \(O(a)\) solutions. The growth rate (\(\omega_i\)) is small \([O(0.1)]\) for all \(\epsilon\) and therefore the same terms that dominate in QG dominate in the SW solution.

The boundary conditions (BCs) and matching conditions for the nonoutcropping front are

\[ V_r^*(y = \pm \infty) = 0 \quad \text{and} \quad \frac{dV_r^*(y)}{dy} \bigg|_{y=\pm \infty} = h_r^i v_{i r} \bigg|_{y=\pm \infty}, \quad (A2) \]

where \([\theta]^+ = \theta(0^+) - \theta(0^-)\). The BC is that the solution is trapped to the front (as are the perturbations), while the matching condition is derived from (A1) requiring that \(V_r^*(y)\), the mass flux, be continuous at \(y = 0\).

For the outcropping case there is an additional boundary condition at the outcrop, \(y = 0\). There \(\delta_c(0)\) is finite while \(h_r^i(0) = 0\) in (25) so that

\[ V_r^*(y = 0^-) = \epsilon \eta_j v_j^i |_{y=0). \]

The PV flux comprises part of the forcing terms on the rhs of (A1) and can be found as follows. The PV is governed by \(Dq_r^i/Dr = 0\). The \(O(a)\) PV evolution equation is (after division by \(\epsilon^2 e^{-\omega t}\))

\[ D_r q_r^i = ik(u_r^i - c)q_r^i = -v_r^i q_r^i, \quad (A3) \]

which can be combined into

\[ D_r (q_r^i + \mu_j q_r^j) = 0, \quad (A4) \]

where the meridional displacement is found from \(D\mu_j/Dr = ik(u^i_j - c)\mu_j = u^i_j\). If we assume no initial perturbation in the PV (Rhines and Holland 1979), then

\[ q_r^i = -\mu_j q_r^j. \quad (A5) \]

For the PV-front model

\[ q_r^i |_{y=0} = \delta(y)(q_{12} - q_{11}) \quad (A6) \]

so that

\[ v_r^i q_r^i = -q_r^i v_r^i - \delta(y)(q_{11} - q_{12}) v_r^i \mu_r^i. \quad (A7) \]

Here \(\delta(y)\) denotes a \(\delta\) function centered at \(y = 0\). Thus, the matching condition in (30) becomes

\[ \frac{dV_r^*(y)}{dy} \bigg|_{y=0} = (q_{11} - q_{12}) h_r^i v_r^i(0) \mu_r^i(0). \quad (A8) \]

For a QG flow the TEM equation (A1) simplifies to

\[ V_{yy}^r - V_y^r \left( \frac{r}{r - 1} \right) = \epsilon \eta_j v_j^i + \epsilon \eta_j v_j^s - \epsilon(\eta_j v_j^i) \]
\[ + \frac{(\epsilon \eta_j v_j^s)}{r - 1}. \quad (A9) \]

Equation (A9) can be solved analytically, once the rhs is evaluated from the \(O(a)\) solution. Substituting (A7), (A9) becomes

\[ V_{yy}^r - V_y^r \left( \frac{r}{r - 1} \right) = \delta(y)(q_{11} - q_{12}) v_r^i \mu_r^i \]
\[ - (r - 1) v_r^s q_r^s. \quad (A10) \]

Using the Green’s function technique (e.g., Bender and Orzag 1978, 16–19),

\[ V_r^*(y) = \frac{(r - 1) y}{2} \int_0^y e^{-t - \omega(y - \alpha)} v_r^s(\alpha) d\alpha \]
\[ + \frac{\Delta e^{-\omega(y - \alpha)} v_r^s(\alpha)}{2} \int_0^y e^{-t - \omega(y - \alpha)} \mu_r^s(\alpha) d\alpha, \quad (A11) \]

where the Green’s function is \(-\Delta e^{-\omega(y - \alpha)}\) and \(\gamma = \sqrt{(r - 1)/r}\). \(\Gamma_r(0) = 1\) and \(q_{12} - q_{11} = 2\epsilon + O(\epsilon^2)\) (BPT) so that

\[ V_r^*(y) = \frac{(r - 1) y}{2} \int_0^y e^{-t - \omega(y - \alpha)} v_r^s(\alpha) d\alpha \]
\[ + \epsilon \Delta e^{-\omega(y - \alpha)} v_r^s(\alpha) \mu_r^s(\alpha). \quad (A12) \]

We solve (A1) for finite \(\epsilon\) using a relaxation technique with the forcing given from the \(O(a)\) solution. Since the domain is infinite, we first map to a finite domain, using the monotonicity of \(U = u^i_j\) in each of the half-infinite domains. Then (A1) is

\[ \alpha_j^2 U_j V_{12U} + \alpha_j^2 \mu_j \varepsilon - G(U) V_r^* = F(U), \quad (A13) \]

where \(\partial_y = \pm \alpha \mu \partial_y\) and with

\[ G(U) = \alpha_j^2 + \frac{1}{h_r^i} + 4\omega_3 \epsilon^2 \left( \frac{1}{h_r^s} + \frac{1}{h_r^t} \right), \]
\[ F(U) = h_r^i v_r^i q_r^i - h_r^s v_r^s q_r^s + \frac{-2\omega \epsilon e^2 (u_r^s v_r^s - u_r^i v_r^i - v_r^i v_r^s + v_r^s v_r^s)}{h_r^s} \]
\[ - 4\omega \epsilon^2 \left( \frac{\eta_j v_j^i}{h_r^i} + \frac{\eta_j v_j^s}{h_r^s} \right). \]

The boundary conditions are \(V_r^*(y = \pm \infty) = 0\) and (A2). The domain is discretized using \(O(100–1000)\) grid intervals of equal \(\Delta U\). Writing the derivatives in their finite difference form [we used second-order accurate \(O(\Delta U)^2\), e.g., Abramowitz and Stegun 1965], (A13) is written as a matrix equation with the jump condition in \(dV_r^*/dy\) used to patch the two half domains. In the out-
cropping case the solution is calculated only in the south side.

We tested our relaxation scheme by making sure the QG solution is retrieved when $\epsilon \to 0$ and by making sure that zonal momentum is conserved.

APPENDIX B
Numerical Models Used and Their Parameters

We use two different numerical models: a semispectral, doubly periodic rigid-lid QG model as described in Flierl et al. (1987) and a free surface isopycnal model developed by Hallberg (1995). The QG model has Laplacian dissipation, while the isopycnal model uses biharmonic diffusion. Quantitative comparisons with a rigid-lid version of the Miami community model (courtesy of E. Chassignet) find good agreement for cases with no outcropping layers. Unfortunately the rigid-lid model was unsuccessful in the outcropping front case because of a problem in the boundary conditions of the Poisson solver for the barotropic mode (E. Chassignet 1996, personal communication). We therefore use a free-surface model, even though it has additional dynamics not encompassed by our analytical model, namely those of barotropic waves.

All of the model runs are initialized with (5)–(6) as the initial mean-flow profile with no flow in the lower layer. The flow domain is chosen to be square with a length three times the most unstable wavelength, as calculated from theory (BPT). In order to accelerate the growth of the most unstable normal mode, the flow in the upper layer is initialized with a small-amplitude periodic perturbation $\alpha = [2 \mu i(y = 0)]/\lambda \sim 0.001$–0.01) that has some energy in the most unstable mode. The perturbation has some PV signature (unlike the pure normal mode), but it is much smaller then the background PV. Since the energy of the initial perturbation is not in the most unstable wave, the growth rate of the perturbation energy does not initially increase exponentially, nor can we observe the most unstable mode (against its background) until its amplitude reaches $O(0.05)$. One could not use a much smaller initial perturbation because numerical dissipation would strongly affect the mean flow before the perturbation grows to $O(1)$. The model runs analyzed are included in Table B1. We performed many more runs, varying dissipation, grid size, number of grid points (and thus number of wavelengths in the domain), and time steps, and did not find notable differences with the results presented here.

We calculate the perturbation amplitude ($a$) as the distance between the southern and northern maximum ($D$) in zonal velocity divided by 2 and normalized by half the meander wavelength, $a = 2D/\lambda \pm 2\Delta y/\lambda$. The error in the estimation of $a$ is due to the finite size of grid boxes, and we used contour plots of the PV front to refine the estimate of $a$ at small amplitude. Until the primary instability equilibrates, the amplitude is observed to grow like $e^{\alpha t}$. The meander propagation speed ($c_s$) also agrees well with linear instability calculation (not shown).

In the QG approximation we cannot estimate the EM and TEM velocities directly from the numerical output since they are $O(\epsilon)$ quantities. They are calculated diagnostically using the mean-flow acceleration equation (28), which with a viscous term added is

$$e\vec{\nabla} \cdot \overline{u} - \overline{h} q_n \vec{u}_n + \overline{v} q_n = e\vec{\nabla} \cdot \overline{u} - \overline{h} q_n \vec{u}_n,$$

$$= \frac{1}{Re} \overline{\nabla} \cdot \overline{u},$$

where $Re = u(1/R_d)$ is the Reynolds number and $v$ the numerical Laplacian viscosity. Since $Re = 10^4$ for the QG run presented here, the diffusive term is neglected and we use (21) and (25) to calculate $\overline{v} q$ and $\overline{u} = \overline{u}_n$. The zonally averaged eddy correlations are calculated directly from the numerical simulation (e.g., $\overline{\nabla} \cdot \overline{u}$). The error is expected to be largest at the front in the upper layer where the rhs of (42) is maximum.

In the shallow water case the mean zonal accelerations $\overline{h} \vec{u}$ and the mean meridional mass fluxes $\overline{h} \vec{v}$ were calculated directly by zonally averaging the model output. The EM velocity was calculated from (25).

All the results are nondimensionalized by $U_0$, the initial maximum jet velocity $H_1$, the initial meridional mean upper-layer depth, and the Rossby radius based on it, $R_d = \sqrt{gH_1/\beta}$. The model energetics are calculated using the standard method of dividing each variable to a zonal mean ($\overline{\theta}$) and a perturbation from it ($\theta' = \theta - \overline{\theta}$). We then calculate the mean zonal kinetic and potential energy (calculated using $\overline{\theta}$) and the perturbation energy that results from correlation between perturbation quantities.

### Table B1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Profile</th>
<th>$\Delta x = \Delta y$</th>
<th>$\Delta t$</th>
<th>Re or $R$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>QG</td>
<td>QG</td>
<td>0.254</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>10^4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW</td>
<td>$\epsilon = \sqrt{2}/2$</td>
<td>0.247</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>5800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW</td>
<td>$\epsilon = \sqrt{2}$</td>
<td>0.235</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>795</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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